The YAMweb®

International Learning Showcase Program

Recognizing creative teaching and innovative learning,
internationally !

How to Participate in the International
Learning Showcase Program
Again, the program is free to any public or private school, or recognized
education program, anywhere. Participants are required only to:
1. Signup for the program at https://yamweb.org/showcase-signup/.
The first international
learning showcase project
YAMweb® hosted was in
1988 with the
People’s Republic
of China in association with
the Shanghai Educational
Publishing House.

(We must have this information to assure compliance with new-user privacy regulations.)

2. Have a single contact person (teacher/school administrator or organization director)
to receive the digital award files for distribution to participating teachers, students and
parents.
3. Participate in any (or all) of the Learning Showcase Project Challenges as they
become available.

FAQ’s
1. How many of the Learning Showcase Project Challenges may we do each
year? As many as you want! (Why not all of them!)
2. Can student/teacher photos be added to the award certificate?

Yes! We can design the certificate to allow for the upload of an image.
A. Make sure this action is within school/organization policy guidelines, and
B. You have a signed parent release form for each student in the project.
C. We will provide instructions for you to do this.

3. Can student photos be added to the eAnthology? Sorry, No!
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How We Recognize Creative Teaching and
Learning Achievement
Three elements have been designed to recognize all of the participants in the
learning process: the schools, the teachers, the students and the parents.
1. A dedicated eAnthology for every completed project.
The publishing of student writing projects is what we have been doing since 1984. Now,
it is fully digital and can be read on any digital device with the free Adobe Acrobat
Reader. Since it is digital, it can be sent to the school/teacher for free distribution to
students, teachers and parents. Schools may even post it to their Facebook® page for
sharing with friends and followers.

2. Achievement Certificates for every teacher and student
(including a smartphone and tablet version, suitable for a photo
gallery or home screen image).
3. The publishing of every eAnthology in The Journal of Mobile
Teaching for international review.

1.

2.

3.
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Our History
We began in 1984 as the Young Author’s Magazine and soon became
affectionately known to kids, teachers, and parents as YAM.
1. In 1988, we became the first American classroom publication to have a project
exchange program with the People’s Republic of China (in cooperation with the
Shanghai Educational Publishing House).
2. In 1992, we became a resource for Assignment Discovery (the Discovery
Channel’s classroom cable program) and for four years we were highlighted on the
Humanities segment, broadcast twice each month into school classrooms nationwide.
3. In 1996, we became the first classroom program to use Internet technologies (via
AOL) as a classroom connection media.
4. In 2006, we became part of the UNESCO World Poetry Directory.
5. In September 2009, we received a registered trademark for our digital program,
YAMweb®.
6. In August 2013, we began publishing selected poems, stories, and essays for
viewing and reading on tablets and smartphones. This program continues today with
an emphasis on critical thinking through creative writing.
7. In January 2018, we combined all of our resources into The Mobile Teaching
and Learning Center.
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